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Introduction
Welcome to Dungeon Heroes, a classic game of adventure, glory, and heroism. Within these pages
you will find all the components necessary for a heroic game of monster-slaying, questing, and the
keys to powers beyond your wildest dreams. Dungeon Heroes abandons the outmoded traditions
of past titles to restrain their players with limited power and fallible tools. Instead, your power will
be defined to the last mechanical detail.

We ourselves suffered many a total party kill (tpk) under out previous dungeon master, so we know
well the pain of losing your characters. Rest assured, this won’t happen with Dungeon Heroes!

Now, enough has been said. Grab your sword, ready your steed, and go score a dungeon and some
sweet, sweet loot!

Hey there,

You’re probably a little confus
ed as to how this copy of Dungeon Heroes

got so... uh... messed up. To te
ll you the truth, parting with

this book

is almost a little sentimental
for me, but the fact of the m

atter is I

really don’t have time anymor
e for the hobby so I’m selling it alongside

my mini collection to the FLGS
. Hopefully they’ll find a use fo

r it.

Actually, given the fact that
DH has been out of print since 19

85 and

I haven’t met a single DH player at any of the cons I’ve
been to, I’m

not even sure this will ever se
e the light of day again. But

just in case

it has, I’ll give you my side of
the story.

DH was the first game I ever played. It was strange,
cool, mysteri-

ous, more than a little confusi
ng, and I loved it to death. But the

truth is, DH is a terrible game. Now that I’m older I can see all the

inconsistencies, the fact that
it’s just a cheap ripoff of D&D

, all the

broken parts and straight up
nonsensical rules. The TOC do

esn’t even

have page numbers. Still, none
of that matters when you’re

a kid and

this is the only thing you play
for seven straight years.

So what is Dungeon Nobodies?
To put it simply, its a hacked

, re-writ-

ten version of DH using basically only the henchm
en rules. Apparently

they were a late add on to th
e game by Will after an argum

ent with

Gary Gygax at Gen Con. Mayb
e that’s why they’re so differ

ent. It

was the most fun I had with the game and my fir
st attempt as a

game designer- you’ll be happy
to know I’ve since moved on to greene

r

pastures.

So that’s the story. Despite e
verything, I can tell you honestly that

some real soul went into the g
ame. Maybe that’s why I’m selling it, in-

stead of burning it in a firepla
ce and moving on like I should. I hope

you have fun playing as a... Du
ngeon Nobody.

J. C.

D. M�n����
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Henchmen & Hirelings
Preface: It has come to the attention of the Authors that certain parties (some
persons with the initials E. G. G. included) have made objections as to the
deriviative nature of the Work and its similarity to other properties published
by one T. S. R. Substantial differences already existant between these properties
nonwithstanding, the Authors will now present a unique and original system
for Hireling control and management.

Henchmen Basics

Henchmen and hirelings function in a vastly different manner to normal PCs in Dungeon Heroes,
while still drawing from the basic human movement and ability templates on page 25. In order to
simplify their management and make large groups of Henchmen easy to manage, each Henchman
will only have one ability score: Proficiency. Whenever a skill check or ability test is required, the
player need only check whether the Henchman posseses relevant Skill in their Skill Column on the
Henchman management sheet (See Appendix C (vii), before the Army management sheet and after
the Character Psychology management sheet). If not, they cannot make the check. If yes, then the
player must roll d20 for that Henchman and attempt to roll under their Proficiency.

Hiring Henchmen

Henchmen and hirelings can, as a rule, be hired in any place of habitation greater than Size Class III
(Hamlet) for the general price of 10 gp/week, with a Proficiency of 8. In addition, certain villagers
may decide to follow you in gratitude as a reward for resolving their issues. These voluntary
Henchmen will never abandon you, and will follow you unto death. Most Henchmen, however,
work for basic pay, and must therefore be treated with fairness lest the DM arbitrate that they make
a Morale check (if able) or terminate their employment at a particularly inopportune moment.

As PCs level up, they will naturally want to hire more competent henchmen. For each point of
Proficiency the cost of hiring a Henchman goes up by 10gp/week, 15gp/week per Proficiency level
above Proficiency 12. Characters with the Renowned former life path receive a 3gp/week discount
for each Life Year they have completed with the Renowned accomplishment. The cost cannot be
negative and cannot be below 1gp/week.

Henchmen, Health, and Harm

This simplicity pervades every aspect of Henchman management. Instead of using Defense
Matrices based on Endurance and Fleetness-of-foot, Henchmen use a simpler, and in the author’s
opinion inferior, system of Hit Points (HP), starting with 1d6. When a Henchmen is reduced to
half their HP total (which may be very soon, for some Henchmen!) they must make a Morale check
(if capable) or flee.

How then does harm befall a Henchman? Well, while we are certain that you have already mastered
the simple method of determining L.N.T.A.C. for non-magic users and L.T.A.C. for magic users
(For the forgetful: Subtract the relevant AttackMatrix entry of the relevant type of AttackMatrix
from the chosen DefenseMatrix entry, then add the Composite Thaumaturgical Value based on
the local Thaumaturgical density if calculating L.T.A.C. or Physical Armour Class if L.N.T.A.C.) for
each combat, it has been decided that Henchmen will instead use a simpler form of damage
prevention, displayed below:

If the Henchman is capable of making Evasion checks, they will do so to see whether they evade.
Otherwise, the attack lands and damage it deals is resolved by the listed damage of their primary
mode of attack on a standard Monstrous Attack Matrix (See page 28). The armoured Henchman
will subtract their Armour Value (10-Physical Armour Class) from any incoming damage.

Nobodies

What they actually mean: Monsters hit automatically unless you canmake an Evasion check. Damage = damage dice - armour value.
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Henchmen Classes

The class a Henchman possesses determines the skill checks they will be able to make with their
Proficiency as well as their starting equipment. Several sample classes are listed below, as well as their
origins:

Henchmen come by default with common clothing (unless otherwise specified), the General
Speech tongue and 1d6 cp. Hirelings are human in general, or the majority population type of the
habitation where they are hired.

Henchmen in Combat

Hirelings in combat employ the default human-tier appropriate attack matrix (see page 26), except
if the Veteran Commander aspect has been selected by their commanding PC, in which case they
use the attack matrix of their commander. Hireling damage depends on the appropriate weapon
type and whether they have.an appropriate skill (see Appendix B (ii)).

For harm rules, see previous page.

Henchmen and Carryweight

Each Henchman can carry a number of pounds equal to an average human, as listed on page 26. If
the Henchman has Endurance or Physicality listed as a skill, they can carry at extra 20 pounds for
each skill listed.

The Role of Henchmen

Remember, Dungeon Heroes is ultimately a game about... well... heroes. No matter how useful
Henchmen or hirelings may be, they are ultimately a pale shadow in the face of the player
characters, who act upon the world and shape it to their will. Therefore, it is important that player
characters never use Henchmen as shields or as extensible arms (the rules for harm have been
designed with this in mind), or to take the existence of Henchmen as an “easy way out” of risk and
danger. Not only is that rank cowardice of the worst kind, it makes the game less fun for everyone
involved, including the players!

That’s not a blanket warning to never have some fun with some Henchmen. Just keep in mind that
Henchmen are, in the end, here to help and maybe take a lucky blow or two. They will not hesitate
to flee for their lives at the first sign of trouble. It’s up to you to step up, and be the true Dungeon
Hero.

Class origin Equipment Skills
Torchbearer Torch x5, lamp, oil Listening, evasion, quick-wittedness
Mercenary Cuirass, Leather Armour Evasion, morale, swordsmanship, physicality
Hunter Bear trap, dagger Tracking, skirmishing, fleetness-of-foot
Pack Mule Sack Endurance, phyicality
Pacifist Monk Robes, prayer beads, scroll Persuasion, asceticism, evasion, analytic logic
Commoner 2d6 cp, club, torch Patience, endurance, morale, luck
Blacksmith Apron, tongs, hammer Weaponsmithing or armoursmithing, endurance
Shopkeeper Trinket (1d6 sp), monocle Barter, parience, quick-wittedness
Beggar Bowl, rags Desperation, quick-wittedness
God-botherer Holy text, robes Preaching, memory, minor miracle (cantrip, 1/day)

Play as a nobody:

1. Make a name

2. You start with 8

Prof. +1d6 hp

3. Pick a henchman

class

4. Skill check = see if

skill is listed

5. If yes, roll d20

under Prof. to succeed

6. Done!

Better combat rules: Attacks hit automatically if you have
swrdfght/skrmish, otherwise monster gets to evade

Just carry 10

items + 2

bulky items??

HA

DMG: 1 Han
d, 1d4 tool, 1d6 weapon,

1d8 weapn + app
ropriate skil

l



DUNGEON NOBODIES

Expanded Rules Cyclopedia

Version 1.4

By J. C.

BASIC RULES

===============================

To make a skill check, first check that

you have the appropriate skill listed.

Then, roll under your Proficiency to

succeed.

Monsters deal damage based on their

listed damage minus your Armour Value

(A.V.) unless you can make an Evasion

check.

You deal damage automatially on your

turn if you have swordsmanship or

hunting (only when faced with a beast).

Your damage is based on implement and

training:

Unarmed - 1

Tool - 1d4

Weapon (any kind) - 1d6

Weapon w/ training - 1d8

CHARACTER CREATION

===============================

Name yourself. You start with 8 Profi-

ciency, 0 Armour Value (A.V.) and 1d6 hp.

Take 1d6 cp and General Speech as a

language. Select a class from the fol-

lowing list:

- Torchbearer

- Hunter

- Pack Mule

- Pacifist Monk

- Commoner

- Blacksmith

- Shopkeeper

- Beggar

- God-botherer

- Barmaid

- Illusionist

- Mantic

- Artist

- Exiled Noble

Class descriptions are below:

-------------------------------

TORCHBEARER

-------------------------------

Dave’s
change

s:

- No AC
, just A

V

- No mo
rale

- Combi
ne swor

d

w/ skir
mish

Clothes = 0 A.V.
Leather/Chain Armour = 1 A.V.,
Plate = 2 A.V. but slows you down

- Shadow priest?

- Dragon wy
rmling?

- Kobold?

- Medic??

EQUIPMENT: 5 torches, lamp, oil

SKILLS: Listening, evasion, quick-

wittedness

ABILITY: Flickering steel - Torches in

your hand don’t go out unless doused.

-------------------------------

HUNTER

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Bear trap, dagger, bait

SKILLS: Hunting, evasion, fleetness-

of-foot

ABILITY: Follow the scent - You can

smell scents left up to three hours

ago, if undisturbed.

-------------------------------

PACK MULE

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Sack, 10-foot pole

SKILLS: Endurance, physicality

ABILITY: Mule’s strength - You are not

slowed while overencumbered.

-------------------------------

PACIFIST MONK

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Vestments, prayer beads,

scroll

SKILLS: Persuasion, asceticism, rit-

ual, evasion, analytic logic

ABILITY: Unyielding defense - If you

fail an Evasion check, gain 1 A.V. In-

stantly which lasts for the rest of

combat.

-------------------------------

COMMONER

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: 2d6 cp, club, torch

SKILLS: Patience, endurance, luck

ABILITY: One of us - you can walk into

any village and blend in so long as

you are part of the majority popula-

tion group.

-------------------------------

BLACKSMITH

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Apron, tongs, hammer

SKILLS: Weaponsmithing or Armour-

smithing, endurance

ABILITY: Upgrade - Given the correct

tools and impements, you can upgrade a

piece of clothing to give 1 A.V., or in-

crease the A.V. of Armour by 1.

-------------------------------

SHOPKEEPER

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Trinket worth 1d6 sp,

monocle, dress shirt

SKILLS: Barter, analytic logic, quick-

wittedness

ABILITY: Caveat Emptor - You can al-

ways tell if you’re being scammed.

-------------------------------

BEGGAR

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Bowl, rags

SKILLS: Desperation, quick-wittedness

ABILITY: Inspire pity - Cause an enemy

to spare you if you are on 1 hp by act-

ing particularly miserable.

-------------------------------

GOD-BOTHERER

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Hood, holy text, holy water

SKILLS: Preaching, ritual, memory

ABILITY: Minor Miracle - Cast 1 minor

effect after praying for 5 minutes

(wind, candle, prestidigitation).

-------------------------------

BARMAID

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Serving platter, 3 beer

tankards

SKILLS: Patience, quick-wittedness,

endurance

ABILITY: Informal training - +1 A.V.

against all melee combatants

-------------------------------

ILLUSIONIST

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Deck of cards, 1d10 sp, rope

SKILLS: Evasion, fleetness-of-foot

ABILITY: Card trick - if you succeed on

a Fleetness-of-foot check you can dis-

tract a target with a card trick for up

to 5 minutes.

-------------------------------

MANTIC

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Robes, incense

SKILLS: Listening, observation, rit-

ual, analytic logic

ABILITY: Minor prophecy - You can roll

1d20 ahead of time and substitute it

for the result of any Proficiency

check made by yourself an hour into

the future. You must substitute it be-

fore the hour is up.

-------------------------------

ARTIST

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Brush, ink, paper, wine-

skin

SKILLS: Artistry, observation, quick-

wittedness

ABILITY: Reproduction - You can map or

sketch the local area swiftly and with

accuracy.

-------------------------------

EXILED NOBLE

-------------------------------

EQUIPMENT: Worn finery worth 1d6 gp,

1d6 gp

SKILLS: Politics, listening, charm

ABILITY: Courtly language - You know

the Court’s tongue as well as General

Speech.

Charm or Quick-witte
d?
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EXPLORATION AND DUNGEONEERING

===============================

Your goal is to explore the DUNGEON

and claim its TREASURES for yourself.

In this endeavour, you will be blocked

by dangerous monsters, vicious traps,

as well as devious designs. Your only

tools in the fight will be your wits,

your skills and tools, and your allies.

Some ground rules:

1. HEALTH

Your hp = your health. When it reaches

0, you must roll 1d6. On a 5 or 6, you

stabilise and fall unconscious until

tended to, receiving an appropriate

scar. Otherwise, you die. If you take

more damage while unconscious, you

die.

You may recover lost health by resting

and an appropriate offering to the

Earth-Lord (a Ritual check and at

least 1 cp buried) or medical attention

(bandages, a Medicine check). Resting

takesan hour and has a 1-in-6 chance

of attracting a wandering monster.

If the Earth-lord is appeased or at-

tention applied wound recovery will

be greatly advanced and you will re-

cover 1d6 hp. Otherwise, characters

recover 1 hp per day.

2. MONSTERS AND COMBAT

Monsters will be the main hazards you

face in the dungeon. Though they have

a dangerous reputation, your weak

status means that they won’t be as in-

terested in you as they are regular

adventurers.

When first encountering a monster,

roll 2d6 on the following table to de-

termine its initial reaction. If the

leader of your party possesses the

Charm skill, they can make a skill

check to add +3 to the roll.

2d6 Result

2- Hostile, may attack

3-5 Unfriendly/bored

6-8 Neutral, uncertain

9-11 Curious

12+ Friendly/helpful

After their initial reaction subsides,

monsters usually have a deeper moti-

vation (hunger, greed, survival) for

being in the dungeon. Fulfilling these

motivations will be key to surviving

the dungeon.

To demonstrate their motivations,

each monster usually comes with one

condition attached. For example, hun-

gry beasts can be pacified or even

tamed by offering them food. Greedy

creatures may be satisfied with a

Charm check and some copper, while

desperate creatures may be convinced

to travel with you to seek help. Combat

should always be the last resort of a

character, especially a nobody.

Should combat break out, every turn a

nobody can take two actions, includ-

ing moving 20 ft., attacking, using an

item or potion, or casting a spell.

3. ENCUMBRANCE

Characters can carry 10 items. Charac-

ters with the Endurance or Physical-

ity skill can carry 14 items. Any more,

and characters are overburdened,

slowing their movement to 10 ft. and

causing them to fail any Evasion

checks. Characters can carry 6 items

above their limit before they can no

longer move.

Some larger items, such as armour or

heavy weapons, may take up 2 item’s

worth of encumbrance. The DM will

rule on appropriate items to be con-

sidered large.

4. PROGRESSION AND ADVANCEMENT

Nobodies are not adventurers. They are

not made of “sterner stuff” than the

average mortal, and are certainly not

more powerful.

However, normal people are capable of

growing stronger, and so are nobodies.

Danger is a powerful motivator. There-

fore, rules for advancement as nobod-

ies will be presented below:

Every time a character returns safe (to

a given extent) from an expedition and

spends at least a week resting in a

safe location, they may choose to Ad-

vance. To Advance, characters should

follow these steps:

10 o
r 8

?

- Roll 3d6. If the result is greater

than the character’s Proficiency, in-

crease Proficiency by 1.

- Roll Hit Die (HD). By default, a char-

acter’s HD = 1d6. If the HD result is

greater than the current hp of the

character, increase hp by 1. If charac-

ter hp is equal to the highest result

on the HD, increase the size of the HD

(d6 -> d8 -> d10 et cetera). HD size

should be tracked for each character.

- Buy Equipment. Using treasure

looted from the dungeon, buy new

equipment so characters may return

(marginally) stronger.

4. MAGIC

There are three types of magic: theo-

logical, natural, and arcane. The first

two require a deep connection to a god

or patron and a deep ability to com-

prehend nature: While God-botherers

and, to a degree, Mantics have (ques-

tionnable) access to these two schools

of magic, most nobodies are not magi-

cally blessed adepts. However, this

does not mean that they cannot access

magic entirely.

The third school of magic (arcane

spells) can be theoretically used by

any reasonably intelligent mortal:

Arcane spells are complex magical for-

mulae that gain their power from being

understood and executed by the brain

as if it were a complex clockwork au-

tomata (casting). Each spell has a

unique signature and can only be used

once before escaping your mind. Mages

spend their lives crafting complex

spells that fill entire spellbooks, and

even the simplest spell can occupy a

full scroll.

To cast an arcane spell found in a

spellbook, the caster must pass a suc-

cessful Analytic logic check (to com-

prehend the spell) as well as a Quick-

wittedness check (to utilise the magic

successfully). If the caster wishes to

memorise the spell to deploy it at

will, that will require an additional

Memory check to first memorise and

prepare it.

Luckily, these steps can all be com-

pleted by different characters so long

as they are within earshot of each

other to hear the magical chanting

that spellcasting requires. Failure,

however, may trigger consequences

(spell backfiring, permanent scarring

etc.) on the part of either all the cast-

ers or the person that failed the

check.

5. COIN & TREASURE

1000 cp = 10 sp = 1 gp. 50 coins of any

type = 1 item. Other treasures: magic

items (usable with correct skill),

spellbooks, potions.

OPTIONAL RULES

===============================

~~~Will’s Experience Rule~~~

Instead of Advancing as normal, you

may choose to forego rolling 3d6 to

improve Proficiency and instead gain

1 Experience (xp). You start with a

limit of 5 xp. When you reach the

limit, choose a new skill to become

Proficient in and reset xp. The new

skill should be based on your previous

adventures. The limit is then raised

by 5 xp. The highest xp can go is 30.

~~~Mark’s Fortune Rule~~~

Start with 3d6 fortune dice. Every

time you die, you can choose to roll

all of your fortune dice instead of

your normal death roll. Fortune dice

allow you to stabilise at a roll of 4 or

higher, but if you roll 3 or lower the

dice is lost permanently. You may also

roll all your Fortune dice in place of

regular d20s at a saving throw, giving

it the same conditions.

Fortune dice represent the favour

granted to adventurers by the Earth-

lord while in their Domain, and so can

only be used while beneath the earth.

To keep using Fortune-dice, regular

offerings of spoils must be made. To

recover lost fortune dice, you must

complete a quest for the Earth-lord.

D�����’� Ba������ P�rf��m�n�� R���
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Monsters are friendlier because
you are nobodies!


